
Creativity Happening in Sequoya’s Art Studio 

 

Kindergarteners have just finished watercolor painting. They also made texture “rocks” out of clay, and 

we are just waiting for the kiln (giant oven (9 cubic feet) we fire them in at over 1800 degrees!) to get 

filled up by other grades’ projects. Then we will glaze them (special paint for clay that can take the 

intense heat) and fire them again. We talked about how texture can be seen or felt, and it is one of the 

elements and principles of art and design. 

First through third learned about Wayne Thiebaud (pronounced Tee-bow), who is famous for his 

paintings of desserts. We drew ice cream cones, cupcakes, or cakes with a slice or two missing. The 

medium we used was oil pastels. First and second learned about making one part of the dessert lighter 

(where the light was shining) to help with the illusion of three dimensions. They learned that you create 

a tint by mixing a color with white and you make shade by adding black to a color.  

They all have made, or are in the middle of making, another clay project that will be fired and glazed. 

First, we practiced with modeling clay and then we made the creations from real clay. We compared and 

contrasted the two types of clay.  

Third and fourth graders are just starting weaving projects. Third graders will weave a simple bowl, and 

fourth will create small rugs. We learned how the Navajo are famous for their weavings. We watched a 

video clip that showed a Navajo woman at work after the shearing of the wool from their sheep. They 

clean the fleece and “card” it before they spin it into yarn. We get ours from a store 

Fourth graders learned about Matisse who ended wheel chair bound near the end of his life, so he could 

no longer stand at an easel to paint. He decided to start doing what he called “cut paper.” We looked at 

some of his art pieces and talked about a couple of his collages. Then we made collages of our own.  

Fifth graders learned a little about Alexander Calder and that he is famous for his mobiles. They are 

finishing up making their mobiles with organic shapes or all geometric shapes.  We learned that all forms 

are classified (another one of the elements and principles of art and design) this way. They utilized tag 

board, markers and strings for their mobiles. Some groups have moved on to making functional ceramic 

mugs that will be fired and glazed.  Because the glaze we use is non-toxic, they are food safe. They can 

even be put in the dishwasher (as long as they don’t have any fragile pieces attached. 
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